Check off all workshops on the back of the form for which you are registering and include payment in advance. Seats are not reserved until payment is received. Seating is limited.

September 17: The Steps & Strategies of TEACHING K-12 WRITING ($30)

October 1: WRITING TO LEARN: Reader Response Strategies to Help Readers Make Meaning & Meet Milestones ($60, includes The Write to Read: Response Journals to Increase Comprehension)

October 15: Strategies for TEACHING VOCABULARY ($30)

October 29: Teaching GRAMMAR and PUNCTUATION with Mentor Texts ($40, includes a copy of Comma Quest: The Rules They Followed; The Sentences They Saved)

November 12: Teaching K-12 INFORMATIVE & RESEARCH WRITING ($30) (9:30-12:30)

November 12: Teaching OPINION/ARGUMENT WRITING ($30) (1:00-4:00)

December 3: READING & WRITING MEMOIR (NARRATIVE NONFICTION): Engaging Reluctant Readers & Writers and Meeting ELA Standards in Reading and Writing ($60) [includes a copy of Bridging the Gap: Reading Critically & Writing Meaningfully to Get to the Core]

December 10: New! Planning Reading & Writing Daily FOCUS LESSONS Using Mentor Texts ($30)

January 21: Teaching & Assessing Writing through the SIX TRAITS ($60) 9:00-3:30

Feb 10-11: GCTE LITERACY CONFERENCE with author Carmen Agra Deedy, Jekyll Island, GA [https://gcte.wildapricot.org/conference for information and registration.]

COMING UP for Spring-Summer 2017:

Why & How to Read YA LITERATURE—Using Books as Mirrors & Windows & Maps, Grades 4-12 ($30)

COLLABORATION & Project-Based Learning ($55, includes a copy of No More “Us” and “Them”)

Reading & Writing POETRY ($30)

Teaching with READING WORKSHOP ($30)

Teaching with WRITING WORKSHOP ($30)

2017 SUMMER WRITING INSTITUTE: 1 week, 30 PD hours ($300)

2017 SUMMER READING INSTITUTE: 1 week, 30 PD hours ($300)

Refunds cannot be given; credit can be applied to future workshops if cancellation is made 1 week in advance. If registration is near workshop date, please also scan- email registration so that a parking permit can be emailed.

The REGISTRATION form is on other side. Please complete clearly and scan and email back side of this form (and mail with check).

For any questions, contact writing.project@armstrong.edu